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Abstract 

Two receivers, an iterative MAP receiver and an iterative Apri-SOVA receiver have been 

developed for joint demodulation and decoding of signals transrnitted over the frequency selec- 

tive Rayleigh fading channel. The proposed receivers are two stage suboptimal receivers and c m  

detect coded signals with interleaving. Also because the soft-input. soft-output MAP and SOVA 

algonthms are used, there is no information lost between the stages.When the iterative processing 

technique is applied, the whole receiver's performance is close to optimal. 

The error performance of the iterative receivers for the frequency selective Rayleigh fading 

channel have been studied with cornputer simulation. The results indicate that significant gain can 

be obtained with the first iteration. Compared to the MAP receiver, the Apri-SOVA receiver is 

simpler in its structure and computation, moreover a large size interleaver can be used with it 

without increasing the cornputation complexity. This makes the Apn-SOVA receiver more attrac- 

tive in a practical application. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

A mobile radio signal is most susceptible to the effects of multipath fading phenomena, which 

is caused by reflection, scattenng and diffraction. Usually as the mobile unit moves through 

space, the received signais will be affected by attenuation and intersymbol interference (ISI) 

which makes communication over the wireless mobile channe1 very challenging. 

A lot of research has been done in this field. In the early days of study, the signal distort ion 

caused by multipath fading was the main concem, and techniques like coding and diversity were 

proposed to improve the reliability of communication [ 1-41. With the increasing demand for high 

speed communication. randorn intersymbol interference caused by lirnited channel bandwidth 

and/or severe multipath spread becomes the most important factor to influence the performance of 

the communication system. One of the first techniques developed to reduce ISI was equdization 

161. Recently, maximum Iikelihood sequence estimation (MLSE) has been used [9]. Adaptive 

decision feedback equalization (DFE) , due to its simplicity and flexibility, is most attractive and 

considerable research on it has been done [S-71. However, one problem with DFE is that a long 

training sequence will not help to track the channel changes when the channel is a fast fading 

channel 181. Aiso since with the DFE, it is difficult to produce soft decisions, soft decision decod- 



ing is very difficult to realize. In cornparison to DE, MLSE though more complex. offers a sig- 

nificant performance improvement. 

Using MLSE to reduce or remove ISI was first proposed by Forney [9]. The receiver consists 

of a linear filter (whitened matched filter), a syrnbol rate sarnpler and a Viterbi Algorithm (VA) 

processor. As shown in [9], the ISI c m  be expressed easily using a trellis structure. Based on the 

entire observation. the Viterbi algorithm is used to searc h the most iikel y transmitted sequence 

through the trellis- 

When the channel is time-varying, M U E  requires an estimate of the channel impulse 

response (CR). For a slowly varying channel, several kinds of adaptive MLSE receiver have 

been proposed [IO-121. When the channel is fast fading, the adaptive MLSE receivers rnentioned 

above can not track the changes in the channel. Therefore channel estimation techniques are pro- 

posed to be used with MLSE. 

Pilot-aided channel estimation was applied to the frequency nonselective Rayleigh fading 

channel by D'Andrea, Diglio and Mengali [13]. Kong [14] studied the frequency nonselective 

Rayleigh fading channel with MLSE-PD (preliminary decision - PD). Use of a Kalrnan filter to 

track the channel variation was proposed by Lodge and Moher [15]. For the special case of a fre- 

quency nonselective Rayleigh fading chamel, they showed that a band of linear F R  filters c m  be 

used to replace the Kalman filters. Thus the receiver has a simple structure. Dai and Shwedyk[l6] 

extended their idea to the frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel and used a vector autore- 

gressive moving average (ARMA) mode1 to describe the channel. A bank of Kalman filters were 



used to estimate the channel impulse response and calculate the branch metrics for the VA. In 

order to simplifi the receiver structure, a suboptimal sequential algorithm was also proposed. 

Innovations-based MLSE for Rayleigh fading channel was proposed by Yu and Pasupathy [ 1 71, 

where, instead of using Kalman filtes, a bank of FIR prediction filters were used. This yielded the 

same results as Kalman filters. Work on reducing the computationai complexity has been done by 

Rollins and Sirnmons [Ml, where a pararnetric algorithm and a breadth-first reduced-search trellis 

decoding aigorithm were applied to simpliQ the receiver. The results show that an order o(N') 

reduction in complexity cm be obtained with a modest increase in receiver error rate perfom- 

ance. 

Today's digital communication systems are becoming more and more complex. Fig. 1.1 shows a 

general block diagram of a typical digital communication system. The encoder, interleaver, mod- 

ulator and even the fading channel shown in Fig. 1.1 usually contain memory. Therefore when one 

tries to perform optimal demodulation and decoding in one stage, al1 these memory units increase 

the number of States in the trellis (which grows exponentially with the memory length of the 

received signals), and make the receiver very complex, indeed impractical. One possible solution 

is to decompose the problem, i.e. to perform the demodulation and decoding several stages (as 

shown in Fig. 1.1). The output from each stage could be in the form of "hard" decisions or "soft" 

decisions. Since soft-decision decoding achieves more coding gain than hard-decision decoding, 

only the stages with soft-input and soft-output are considered in this thesis. 

When demodulation and decoding are performed in several stages, one question is: is the per- 

formance of this kind receiver optimal? If not, then another question is: how to obiain optimal or 

near-optimal performance in this case? As an exarnple, Fig. 2 shows a two-stage receiver 
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structure. Studying the demodulation and decoding process tells fhat the decoding stage can use 

the soft information output from the demodulation stage. but the demodulation can not use the 

information supplied by the coding suuchue, thus the overall performance can be fa. from opti- 

mal. A very natural idea to solve this problem is to feedback to the demodulation stage soft infor- 

mation output frorn the decoding stage, which leads to an iterative processing approach. Recent 

work has shown that substantial coding gains can be obtained by iterative MAP processing tech- 

niques. Turbo coding is one of most successful and drarnatic exarnples [ 19-20] of this. In [2  11. 

Gertsman and Lodge applied iterative MAP processing techniques to joint demodulation and 

decoding of CPM signais over Rayleigh Bat-fading channels. The simulation results show that 

"the bit error performance of the iterative MAP receiver can approach that of a receiver operating 

with perfect knowledge of the fading process" [2 11. 

Figure 1.2 Two stage receiver structure 

To the best of the author's knowledge, there is no published research on the application of the 

sof't iterative processing techniques for joint demodulation and decoding of signals transmitted 

over the frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel. This is the objective of this thesis. 

Channel 

Decoder Demodulation Deinterleaver 



The organization of this thesis is as follow. In chapter 2, background matenal is summarized, 

a general Rayleigh fading channel mode1 and its vector ARMA representation are discussed. Also 

briefly presented in chapter 2 is the principle of using the Kalman filter as a channel estirnator. 

Chapter 3 applies the soi? iterative processing technique to the frequency selective Rayleigh 

fading channel, where the symbol-by-symbol MAP algorithm is used. The required algorithm is 

derived and the error performance of the proposed iterative MAP receiver is studied by computer 

simulation. 

To simplify the receiver structure, instead of the MAP algorithrn, a low complexity algorithrn. 

the soft-input. soft-output Viterbi aigorithm (Apri-SOVA), is developed and studied in chapter 4. 

The metric used by Apri-SOVA demodulator in the frequency selective fading channel is derived 

and the computer simulation is done. 

Finaily, conclusions and suggestions for further research are given in chapter 5. 



Chapter 2 

B ackground 

As background material for the rest of the thesis. a general Rayleigh fading channel model. its 

vector ARMA representation and the principle of using the Kalman filter as a channel estimator 

are presented in this chapter. The material follows closely references [22] and [23]. 

2.1 General frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel model 

When a radio signal is transmitted between a fixed base station and a vehicle, it will be 

reflected and scattered by the surrounding terrain (see Fig. 2. l), which results in a multipath fad- 

ing channel. The signai transmitted via different paths suffers different attenuation and propaga- 

tion delay and the received signal is the weighted sum of them. 

Let s(t) be the transmitted signal, it can be written as 

s (t) = Re [u  (t) - exp ( j2xfct)  ] (2.1 ) 

where u(t) is the equivaient complex baseband signal and f, is the carrier frequency. The received 

signal x(t), corning from N signal paths, cm be expressed as 
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where a, ( t )  and r, ( t )  are the attenuation factor and propagation delay, associated with the nth 

path. 

Considering the Doppler shift fD .(t) introduced by the vehicle movernent, the attenuation fac- 

tor a, ( t )  c m  be written as 

j~~fD.,,(t) ( f - r , , W  1 a, ( t )  = a', ( t )  e (2.3) 

v 
; v is the vehicle speed; hc is the wavelength of the arriving plane wave: 

and 8, ( t )  is the angle of incidence (see Fig. 2.2). 

nth incoming wave 

Figure 2.2 A typicai plane wave component incident on a 
vehicle receiver [24] 

Lf s(t) of Eq(2.1) is substituted into Eq(2.2), then 



= Re [r (t) - exp (j2rrfct) ] 

w here 

is the equivalent baseband complex received signal. Since the low-pass signal r(t) is the response 

of a channel to the low-pass input signal u(t), it follows that the equivalent low-pass channel c m  

be described by the tirne-varying impulse response: 

in physical terms. c (t, s) c m  be interpreted as the channel response at time t due to an 

impuise applied at tirne t - r . As attenuation factors and propagation delay are time-varying and 

random, c ( t . ~ )  should be a random process. When the number of the paths N is very large, based 

on the central lirnit theorem, the received signal r(t) c m  be modelled as a complex valued Gaus- 

sian random process. It follows that c(t,r) is also a complex valued Gaussian random process in 

the t (time) variable. 

There are two kinds of interesting fading channels. When a direct line-of-sight path exists 

between the transrnitter and receiver antennas, the mean value of r(t) is not equal to zero. and the 

received complex envelope: z(t) = Ir(t)l has a Ricean distribution at any time t. The channel is 

called a Ricean fading channel. Another fading channel is called the Rayleigh fading channel. In 

this case, r(t) has zero mean and the complex envelope: z(t) = Ir(t)l has a Rayleigh distribution at 

any time t. Since the Rayleigh fading channel is a more severe channel, and aiso since it is closer 

to the practical situation, only the Rayleigh fading channel is studied in this thesis. 

In order to charactense the multipath Rayleigh fading channel, one needs to find the correla- 



tion hinction of the zero-mean complex Gaussian process c(t ,~).  To accomplish this the following 

assumptions are made: 1) c ( t ,  r) is wide-sense-stationary (WSS); and 2) the attenuations and 

phase shifts associated with two path delays r, and s, are uncorrelated. Based on these assump- 

tions, c ( i ,  s )  becomes a wide-sense-stationary uncorrelated scattenng (WSSUS) process and the 

autocorrelation function of c ( t ,  T) can be wnaen as: 

Now define 

Also define functions $= ( s )  and v ( A t )  : 

6, ( 7 )  =0, (0 ,  T) (2 .10)  

v ( A t )  @, (0,  A t )  (2.1 1) 

6, ( T )  is called the rnultipath intensity profile or the delay power spectrum of the channel and the 

Fourier Transform of v ( A r )  is called the Doppler power spectrum of the channel. In physical 

ternis,$, ( T )  is simply the average power output of the channel as a function of the tirne delay T . 
and v ( A t )  gives a measure of tirne variations of the channel. Typical 0, ( T )  and v ( A t )  are 

shown in Fig. 2.3.; also shown in the figure are their Fourier transforms. 



Figure 2.3 @,(r), v(At) and their Fourier transforms [22] 



The figure shows two interesting parameters; Tm, the multipath spread of the channel 'and 

( A t )  known as the coherence tirne of the channel. When Tm is greater than the signal penod T. 

i.e. the coherence bandwidth of the channel ( A n  is smaller than the bandwidth of the transmit- 

ted signal, individual frequency components of the signai expenence a different fade and in this 

case. the channel is called a frequency selective fading channel. Depending on the relationship 

between (At )  and T, the channel is also classified as a slow fading chanilel( ( A t )  » T) or a fast 

fading chamel( (At)  5 T, (At) - T). This thesis studies the frequency selective Rayleigh fad- 

ing channel (fast or slow). 

A simplified mode1 of a high-speed communication system is shown in Fig 2.4. For the fre- 

quency selective Rayleigh fading channel, let the length of ISI, caused by channel's band-limita- 

tion and frequency selectivity, be L- 1, and consider the received signal r(t) to be sarnpled at a rate 

T 
T,. Depending on the parameter a: a = - (the number of sarnples within each information 

Ts 

symbol period T) and as derived in [23], the sufficient statistic rk can be written as follows 

where nk is white Gaussian noise; p is the number of correlated saniples at time k: 

L - L = Le], L ] is the Roor funcrion; and 

O otherwise 
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selective Rayleigh fading channel 



Based on Eq(2.12), the frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel c m  be modelled with the 

following finite state machine mode1 (Fig.2.5). 



2.2 ARMA channel model and Kalman filter 

Eq(2.12) c m  be written in vector form as 

where H: = (bk, bk- ,, ..., bk-B) 

When c ( t ,  r) is a wide-sense-stationary (WSS) complex Gaussian random process. the chan- 

ne1 response Xk is a WSS Gaussian random vector and can be descnbed by the following ( 1 .O) 

ARMA model: 

X k + ,  = F . X k + G *  Wk (2.16) 

where F and G are both (p + 1 )  ( p  + 1 )  matrices. Eq(2.15) and Eq(2.16) show that the fading 

process can be represented by a finite state space model as shown in Fig. 2.6. 

Figure 2.6 Finite state space model for the Rayleigh fading channel [23] 



In figure 2.6, Xk+l is the state vector, F is the state transition mauix, G is the process noise 

coupling matrix, and W, is a P + 1 dimensional zero mean, white, complex Gaussian vector proc- 

ess- Both F and G are time-variant and can be determined from second order channel statistics or 

by the method proposed in [25]. 

The object of demodulation and decoding is to detedestirnate the possible transrnitted signal 

from the sufficient statistic rk. In the frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel. the symbol 

period T is shorter than the channel multipath spread Tm, some energy will spi11 over from the 

current symbol period into the next one, and make the sarnples correlated. In order to remove this 

correlation (whiten rk), the receiver needs to estimate the channel impulse response. Many meth- 

ods have been proposed to estimate the CR, but for the frequency selective Rayleigh fading 

channel, especiaily for fast fading, most of these rnethods break down. Thus the Kalman filter, an 

optimal Linex minimum variance estimator, is introduced to solve this problem. 

The principle of using the Kdman filter to estimate CIR is simple. If the state space equations 

(2.15) and (2.16) are rewritten as follows: 

Then it is readily seen that they represent a Kalman filtenng problem. The solution is a Kalman 

filter [26] : 



h 

where XI. is the estirnate of the state vector Xk. 

Therefore, after finding the matrices F, G, for every received signal rk and hypothesised vector 

Hk, the Kalrnan filter provides a CIR c, which is used to calculate the conditional mean 

7 

i, (m) and variance oi (m) : 

Finally the optimal log-likelihood metnc used in MUE-VA is given by [23] 

The typical MLSE-VA receiver for the frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel is shown 

in Fig.2.7. 



Figure 2.7 The MLSE-VA receiver for the frequency selective Rayleigh 
fading charnel [ L 61 



Chapter 3 

Symbol-by-symbol MAP joint demodulation and decoding 

A MLSE receiver for the frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel has been proposed by 

Dai and Shwedyk in [ 161, where optimal demodulation and decoding are perforrned in one stage, 

i.e. the Viterbi Algorithm searches a composite trellis which combines the channel memory and 

coding memory. One disadvantage is noticed. When coding and channel memory is large, espe- 

cially when there are sorne interleavers between the encoders, or the encoder and modulator (e-g. 

see Fig. 1. l), the composite trellis is usually so complex that the proposed MLSE receiver is 

impractical. In order to solve this problem. a suboptimal two stage receiver was proposed by 

Kong and Shwedyk [27](see Fig.3.1), where the receiver contains two parts, the lower part is the 

conventional two stage soft decision receiver and the upper part improves the first stage soft out- 

put in the lower part through channel estimation using the hard output from the second stage of 

lower part. A Kalman channel smoother is also used in this part. Since the hard output from the 

second stage is more reliable, it wil! generate a better channel estimate. Because this receiver 

feeds back only the hard output of the second stage, some useful information may be lost d d n g  

the iteration. 

The symbol-by-symbol maximum a posterior probability ( M M )  algorithm [28], an optimal 

decoding algorithm, can use a priori information and also produce optimal soft output informa- 

tion. With this property, iterative decoding processing can be realized with the MAP aigorithm, as 



is done in [19-201. Recently, Gertsrnan and Lodge applied the iterative processing technique to 

joint demodulation and decoding of the CPM signal over the Rayleigh Bat-fading channel [2 11. A 

multiple-stage receiver is proposed there and a MAP demodulator and a MAP decoder are used to 

demodulate and decode the signal. 

in this chapter, the approaches of Gertsman and Dai are used and extended to the frequency 

selective Rayleigh fading channel. The Kalman filter is used to estimate the channel CR, and the 

MAP dernodulator and decodedfilter (291 is used to generate the necessary soft-output informa- 

tion. Finally iterative processing is performed to improve the final detection. 

- 

Soft-Output + Kalman Channel , 
VA Smoother 

; - 
I 

Encoder and 
Interleaver 

Soft-Output Soft-Decision 
MLSE - Deinterleaver + - 

k Decoding ' 1 I I 

' Data 
Soft-Output Output 

Figure 3.1 Iterative Receiver for frequency selective fading channels [27] 



3.1 S ymbol-by-symbol MAP demodulation 

As discussed in chapter 2, when the memory of a frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel 

is finite, it can be represented by a finite state machine model (Fig. 2.5). Based on this model, a 

finite state trellis can be obtained. Figure 3.2 gives an example for a binary sequence {bk}. chan- 

ne1 memory p = 4 and an over sarnpling rate a = 2 .  Based on this trellis, the symbol-by-sym- 

bol MAP algorithm is used to find the a posterior probability and soft output of every symbol as 

follows. 

Define the sofi-value L [ak 1 r y r  as follows: 

Then the soft output L: , can be wntten as [30] 

L: is also called extnnsic information in some papen [19-20,3 11. When the information sym- 

bol ak is equally likely, L(ak) = O and L: = L [akl 

In order to calculate the sofi value L [ak 1 r y r  , the conditional pro 

(q = 0,l) must be known. 

Let: 



Figure 3 -2 Trellis For fading channel with memory P and input ( b } 



be a state sequence and define set A, a set of state sequences, as follows: 

where function ak(m' ,m ) is the corresponding coded bit (channel input) at time k. which is 

present on the branch from state rn' to m. The conditional probability p [ak= q 1 r y r  is the surn 

of the probabilities of d l  possible state sequences passing through the trellis branch between state 

m' and m .  Hence: 

Based on al1 possible (m'.m ), set A can be partitioned into different disjoint subsets 

where C = { (m', m) ; ak (m', rn) = q )  

Therefore 



where a (3) is the channel input sequence corresponding to the state sequence 3. 

Since 

and 

where, K = 1 

P [YI 
From [26] and [16], it is known that the probability P[ril Yi- ($1 is a complex Gaussian 

density function, and cm be written as 

w here 



ri (3) and <ri2 (2) are provided by the Kalman filter. 

Define y, (m', rn) . the branch weight from m' to rn at time j, as 

Combine Eq(3.6)-(3.1 l ) ,  to obtain 

Following reference [28], let 

and 

Then 

Finally 



~ [ a ~ l r : T  = log 
(m'. m) E C, 

where C, = ( ( r n ' , r n )  ; ak(rn',m)= 1 )  

Cz = { (m', m )  ; ak (m', rn) = O} 

Now considering the trellis structure of Fig. 3.2, it can be seen that. at time i. there is only one 

n 

branch output from each state. For each of these branches, a Kalman filter is used to estimate Xi . 

the channel impulse response. Consider state (0000). Since two branches enter this state at time i- 

h 

1. two possible X i - 1 are generated. Which one should be chosen as the initial condition for esti- 

n 

mating Xi ? A natural way to do this is to choose the one with the largest partial metric. This 

method is used in this chapter. 

Hence, the symbol-by-symbol MAP demodulation can be realized by the following steps: 

step 1 ): initialize Xo , % . a, (m) and P, ( m )  : 

xo = [d ; L, = R (O) 

a, (O) = 1 ; a. (m) = O ; for m  # O  

PN(0)  = 1 ; B N ( m )  = O  ; for rn # O  

step 2): for i = 1 to aN (i = I to N): 

a) use the Kalman filter to estirnate the CIR; 

b) calculate Fi (3) , 0; (3) and P [ r i l Y i - ,  (S)] ; 



C) compute yj (m', rn) ; 

d) calculate the branch rnetric and the partial metric for dl the paths entering a state. For 

each state, store the CIR with the largest metric which will be used by the Kalman filter 

to estimate the C I .  at the next time interval. 

e) if i < aN, goto a); otherwise goto step 3); 

step 3) using Eq(3.13) - Eq(3.15). compute, a, (m) , Bj ( m )  and oj (m', m ) ; 

step 4): obtain LLR(aj) and Lrc(aj). 

ï h e  corresponding receiver structure is given in Fig.3.3. 

3.2 Joint demodulation and decoding with iterative MAP processing 

Recent research has shown that substantial coding gain can be obtained by the iterative MAP 

processing technique. Interesting work has been done by Benedetto and Montorsi [32-331, where 

they decoded serially concatenated convolutional codes with the iterative MAP processing tech- 

nique. The serially concatenated convolutionai codes and its decoder are shown in Fig. 3.4. 

Since, as discussed in chapter 2, the shaping filter and frequency selective Rayleigh fading 

channel can be represented by a finite state machine mode1 (as shown in Fig.2.5), to a certain 

extent, they can be treated as a special encoder. Therefore, the encoder, shaping filter and channel 

can be rnodelled as an equivalent serially concatenated coder(Fig 3.5). 

In Fig 3.5, encoder II contains the influence of the shaping filter and fading channel. Fig 3.5 and 

Fig.3.4 (a) have a similar structure, dius the decoding method processed in [32] c m  be extended 
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Figure 3.6 Iterative MAP demodulation and decoding algorithm for frequency 
selective Rayleigh fading channel 

1 

and applied to iterative demodulation and decoding the signals over the frequency selective 

Rayleigh fading channel. Fig 3.6 gives the iterative MAP demodulation and decoding structure 

used in this thesis. 

m 

ri 

3.3 Simulation Results 

MAP 
demodulator 

In this section, a computer simulation has been done for a frequency selective Rayleigh fading 

channel where the channel mode1 used is exactiy the sarne as the one used in [23] with an autocor- 

relation function given by 

, 
MAP J 

Deinterleaver 
Decodermilter .. 

% 
+ 



The parameten are a = 0.6, L- 1 = 4. Depending on the two different values of normaiized Dop- 

pler frequency parameter b, slow and fast fading have been studied. The shaping filter was chosen 

The state transition matrix F and noise coupling matrix G c m  be calculated from the autocor- 

relation matrix R(0) as 

where 

The initial conditions for each Kalman filter are identical and are chosen as  follows: 

% = [O] (3.23) 

L, = R ( 0 )  ( 3 .24) 

Finally, the definition of SNR used in this thesis is the same as that in [23] : 

SNR = 
Var (hk 

No 



Fig.3.7 shows the block diagram of the simulation. where the binary random sequence is gen- 

erated by a pseudo-random generator. The length of sequence used varied with the SNR and is 

divided into frames of 128 bits. The interleaver used in simulation is a 8x 16 block interleaver. A 

sarnpling rate convertor is used to change the transmission symbol spacing from T to Ts=T/2 ( the 

channel sarnple spacing), by inserting zeros between each date symboi entering the channel. In 

T this case, the oversarnpling factor a = - = 2 (the number of samples in each symbol interval 
T 

.Y 

T) is obtained. Based on the ( 1.0) ARMA model, the shaping filter and frequency selective 

Rayleigh fading channel is modelled as a FIR filter with complex Gaussian taps. The demodula- 

tion and decoding algorithms are given in the previous section. Finally. an error counter is used to 

compute an error rate by comparing the bit Stream detected by the receiver with that sent to the 

encoder. 

The simulations were done on Sun stations in the language C++ over a SNR range of 5-10 dB. 

Two different fading rates, b = 0.05, and b = 0.005, are used in the simulations. Under the assump- 

tion of a signalling rate of 24Kbits/s and a carrier frequency of 900 MHz. these values correspond 

to vehicle speeds of 200Kmlh and ZOKmlh, respectively. 

Fig. 3.8 shows the bit error probabilities (BER) of MAP demodulation for the frequency selec- 

tive Rayleigh fading channel. The convolutional encoder and interleaver are not used in this sim- 

ulation. Fig. 3.9 gives the BER for MAP demodulation and decoding with the (2,1,5) convoiution 

code and an interleaver. The error performance of the iterative MAP receiver when convolutional 

codes and an interleaver are used is given in Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11. Up to 2 iterations have been 

performed and the results indicate that significant gain can be obtained with the first iteration. 
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An iterative MAP receiver for joint demodulation and decoding of signals transmitted over the 

frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel has been studied in this chapter. First a symbol-by- 

symbol MAP demodulation algorithm is derived by following the BCJR algorithm and Dai's 

[28.16] approach. Compared to previously proposed receiver structures used for the same type of 

fading channel. an important feature of the MAP receiver is that soft information (soft decision) is 

generated at the output of the MAP demodulator. This makes it possible to use it in the applica- 

tions where the subsequent stages require a soft decision from the demodulator. 

In order to obtain near-optimal performance, the Benedetto and Montorsi approach is extended 

and an iterative MAP receiver is developed in section 2. Its error performance is studied by corn- 

puter simulation in section 3. The results indicate that a coding gain of 3dB can be achieved at a 

bit error rate level of  IO-^ for a slowly fading channel after the first iteration (Fig. 3.10). For the 

fast one, the BER changes frorn 1 0 - ~  to 6x 10'~ at LOdB and from 3x 10.' to 8x l u 3  at 15dB with 

the first iteration ( Fig. 3.1 1). 

It is well known, that the MAP algorithm is complex with respect to computation, especially 

when the size of interleaver is large. The results for turbo codes indicate that a large interleaver 

usually improves the BER performance. Therefore it is interesting to study a soft-in, soft-out 

algorithm which is simpler than the MAP algorithm but c m  be applied to a large interleaver size. 

That is the subject of chapter 4. 
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Figure 3.8 BER performance of MAP demodulation for the frequency selective 
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Figure 3.9 BER performance of MAP demodulation and decoding for the frequency 
selective Rayleigh fading channel 
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Figure 3.10 BER performance of the iterative MAP receiver for a slow 
fading channel. ïï=0 means no iteration is performed, while 
IT= 1 and IT=2 denote the 1st and 2nd iteration, 
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Figure 3.11 BER performance of iterative MAP receiver for a fast fading channel 
iT=û means no iteration is performed, while IT= 1 and IT=2 denote 
the 1st and 2nd iteration. 



Chapter 4 

Joint demodulation and decoding with Apri-SOVA algorithm 

The symbol-by-symbol MAP algorithm is an optimal decoding aigorithm. but it is too difficult 

to redize in practice, basically because of the numerical representation of probabilities, nonlinear 

functions and mixed multiplications and additions of these values [34]. In order to solve these 

problems and simplify the receiver structure, the Apri Soft-Output Viterbi Algorithm (Apri- 

SOVA) [35,30] is applied in this chapter. As Apri-SOVA looks at only two paths per step (the best 

paths with bit one and zero at transmission time k). while MAP takes al1 paths into its calculation. 

the complexity of Apri-SOVA must be much sirnpler compared to MAP. Also in Apri-SOVA. a 

sliding-window method is used. therefore a large size interleaver can be used without increasing 

the computational complexity. The structure of Apri-SOVA receiver for the frequency selective 

Rayleigh fading channel is shown in Fig 4.1. 

4. L Apri-SOVA demodulation 

As discussed in chapter 3, when the fading channel contains finite memory, it can be repre- 

sented by a finite state trellis and Apri-SOVA c m  be applied to find the soft-output information of 

the possible transmitted bits. The Apri-SOVA algorithm has been studied by Hagenauer, Rober- 
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Figure 4.1 Apri-SOVA demodulator (4.1 (a)) and a .  iterative 
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son and Hoeher [36-381 and applied to iteratively decode concatenated codes (e.g. turbo codes). 

It is not repeated here. Only the differences. narnely the definition and calculation of the branch 

metric used in Apri-SOVA, are discussed in this section. 

, 

Apri-SOVA is a maximum likelihood sequence estimator, which searches for the possible 

Apn-SOVA 

Decoder 
Deinterleaver 

transmitted sequence a (3) (channel input) by rnaximizing the a posterior probability : 

4 

Since 



The problem has been changed to find the possible transmitted sequence a (3) by maximizing 

the probability: 

Let ML'' be the partial path metric of path 3 at tirne k, and define 

From Eq(3.8) 

one has 

a k  a k - a  k -  l 

Take the logarithrn of both sides to obtain: 



Now let constant C be 

c = IogP(ak = 1) +1ogP(ak = O) ( 4.9 

It is well known that the maximum will not change if a constant (-Cl2) is added. Therefore 

Consider 

and the following recursion is obtained: 

1 P ( a k  = 1) - - [2ak (3) - 11 - log 
2 P (ak = 0 )  

The second term in above equation is the branch metric, which can be calculated with the 



1 P ( a k  = 1) Kalman filter. The last terni: - - [kt (3) - 11 log 
2 

is a priori information supplied 
P (ak = O) 

by the Apri-SOVA decoder when the iterative Apri-SOVA pnxiessing technique is applied. 

Fig. 4.2 shows how metric M:') works. When the channel is poor. the 1 s t  term is usually larger 

than second term of Eq(4.10) and demodulation will depend on this soft information: otherwise 

the branch rnetric will be larger and demodulation will rely on the observation r l  k. 

Apriori 
Channel Information 

Information 

Figure 4.2 The metric for Apn-SOVA demodulation 



4.2 Iterative demodulation and decoding with Apri-SOVA 

Fig. 4.1(b) gives the structure of iterative Apri-SOVA demodulation and decoding, the 

decoder delay is not taken into account in this figure. During the first iteration. the Apri-SOVA 

demodulator is fed with the sufficient statistic :. the extrinsic information LLR(aj) suppiied by 

Apri-SOVA decoder is zero at this time. The data : is processed by the dernodulator and the sofi- 

output is sent to the deinterleaver and the Apri-SOVA decoder. If only one iteration is required, 

the decision will be made based on the sofi value of the SOVA decoder-When many iterations are 

required. these soft values will be sent to a soft-encoder to realize the symbol-to-coded-bit proba- 

bility conversion. Then the soft value (extrinsic information) is generated and sent to the inter- 

leaver and finaliy fedback to the Apri-SOVA demodulator. 

42.1 Convolutional code 

The convolutional code used in this chapter is the (2.1.6) convolutional code. Its generator 

sequences are: 

g, (x) = ( 101 1011) g , ( x )  = (1111001) (4.1 1 )  

4.2.2 Metric for Apri-SOVA decoder 

The derivation of the metnc for the Apri-SOVA decoder is similar to the one for the Apri- 

SOVA demodulator, and is not repeated in this section. Only the recursion result is given: 



where the last term is the soft-output of the Apri-SOVA demodulator, r is the coding rate of the 

convolutional code; the branch metric dk is the Hamming distance. 

The soft-value LLR(c,) of the SOVA decoder is the soft information about the symbol bit c,, 

while the soft information LLR(aj) needed to feedback to the SOVA demodulator is about the 

coded bit aj. Therefore it is necessary to convert the LLR(c,) into LLR(aj) before it is fed back to 

the demodulator. 

A soft-encoder is designed based on the likelihood a l g o r i t h  of a binary random variable pro- 

posed by Hagenauer [30]. Let u be a binary random variable where u E {O, 1 } . O is a nul1 ele- 

ment under addition 9. As defined in chapter 3, the soft-value L(u) c m  be written as: 

In likelihood algebra, the addition is defined as [30] follows 

L ( u l )  HL ( u 2 )  = L ( u l  @ u2)  (4.14) 

with the rules 

L ( u ) ~ =  = L ( u )  

L ( u ) B O  = O 

When ul and uz are statistically independent, 



Extending the above result to J variables 

Based on Eq (4.18), the following soft encoder of Fig. 4.3 is obtained. 

4.3 Simulation Results 

The same frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel as in Chapter 3 was studied with the 

Apri-SOVA algorithm. Fig. 4.4. shows a similar block diagram used by the simulation. 



Figure 4.3 (2,1,6) Soft Encoder 

The input sequence length varied with the SNR and was divided into frames of 2560 bits. The 

interleaver used in the simulation is a 40x64 block interleaver, and the ApB-SOVA demodulation 

and decoding are given in the previous section. The simulations were done on Sun stations over a 

SNR range of 5-20 dB, and two different fading rates, b = 0.05, and b = 0.005, are used in the sim- 

ulations. 

Fig. 4.5 shows the bit error probabilities (BER) of Apri-SOVA demodulation for the frequency 

selective Rayleigh fading channel. The convolutional encoder and interleaver are not used in this 

simulation. Fig. 4.6. gives the BER for Apri-SOVA demodulation and decoding with the (2,1,6) 

convolution code and interleaver. The error performance of the iterative Apri-SOVA receiver 

using a (2,1,6) convolutional code and interleaver are given in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8. Figure 4.7 is 

for a slower fading chamel@ = 0.005) and the faster one (b = 0.05) is shown in Fig. 4.8. Up to 3 

iterations have been performed. It can be seen that the most significant gain is obtained with the 
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first and second iteration. A coding gain of 2.5dB is achieved at a bit error rate level of lo4 for 

the slowly fading channel with one iteration (Fig. 4.7). For fast fading, the BER changes from 

2x10-~ to 2 x 1 0 ~  at 15dS and from 3 x 1 0 ~  to 8x1û5 at 20dB after one iteration (Fig. 4.8). It is of 

interest to compare the above results with the ones in [23], where SSE (Sequential Sequence Esti- 

mator) with the same convolutional code is used. It is found that for the slowly fading channel. the 

BER of the iterative Apri-SOVA is very close to the one of SSE with coding after the first itera- 

tion. and irnproves from 7x lo4 to 3x lo4 at 15dB after the third iteration. Since in [23] the opti- 

mal demodulation and decoding are performed in one stage, i.e. the results are optimal, this means 

the performance of the iterative Apn-SOVA is close to the optimal. The reason that the BER of 

the iterative Apri-SOVA is better than that of SSE after several iterations is that the interleaver 

c m  not be used in [23] for the reason of computational complexity. Also for the fast fading chan- 

nel, the BER improves from 3x (SSE) to 2x lo4 (Apri-SOVA) at 15dB and 6x 1oJ to 8x 10'' at 

20dB after three iterations (Fig. 4.8). Finally the simulation results in this chapter indicate that an 

irreducible error floor still exists in both cases. which says that though coding, interleaving and 

even iteration can improve the BER, they cannot rernove the error fioor caused by the Rayleigh 

fading channel with ISI. Finally compared to the results of Chapter 3, the simulation results in this 

Chapter indicates that a better error performance can be obtained with large size interleaver and 

channel encoder, which indicates that the Apri-SOVA receiver is more attractive. 
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Figure 4.8 BER performance of iterative Apri-SOVA receiver for fast 
fading channel 



Chapter 5 

Conclusions 

5.1 Conclusions 

The transmitter of a modern communication system is usually composed of channel encoders. 

interleavers. and a rnodulator. Al1 of these units contain memory which makes optimal demodula- 

tion and decoding in one stage impractical. One possible solution is to perform the demodulation 

and decoding into several stages, but as discussed in chapter 1, its performance can be far from 

optimal. 

In this thesis, an iterative MAP receiver and an iterative Apri-SOVA receiver have been 

developed for joint demodulation and decoding of signals transmitted over the frequency selec- 

tive Rayleigh fading channel. The work of [ 16,2 11 is extended. The symbol-by-symbol MAP 

algorithm for demodulating of the signal over the frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel is 

first denved and based on it, a two stage suboptimal iterative MAP receiver is proposed. The 

error performance of the receiver in the frequency selective Rayleigh fading channel has been 

studied with computer simulation. The results indicate that a coding gain of 3dB can be achieved 

at a bit error rate level of 1 0 ' ~  for the slowly fading channel with the first iteration. For the fast 

one, the BER changes from 1 û 2  to 6x 1 û 3  at lOdB and from 3x 1 0 - ~  to 8x 1 o - ~  at 15dB after one 

i teration. 

As is well known that the MAP aigorithm is complex with respect to computation, especidly 



when the size of interleaver is larger than 400. The results for the turbo code indicate that the large 

interleaver (size > 1 0 )  usually improves the BER performance. Therefore it is useful to study a 

simple soft-in, soft-out algorithm which c m  be appiied with a large interleaver size. An iterative 

Apri-SOVA receiver is developed to replace the iterative MAP receiver in chapter 4. After deriv- 

ing the required metric to be used in the Apri-SOVA demodulator and decoder, a two stage Apn- 

SOVA receiver was proposed and iteration is also carried out with the help of a soft encoder. 

Since in ApR-SOVA a sliding-window methoci is used, a large size interleaver c m  be used with- 

out increasing the computation complexity. The cornputer simulation is done on the same fre- 

quency selective Rayleigh fading channel as in chapter 3 to study the error performance of the 

proposed iterative receiver. A coding gain of 2SdB is achieved at a bit error rate level of 1oJ for 

a slowly fading channel with the fiat iteration. For fast fading, the BER changes frorn 2x loJ to 

2 x 1 0 ~  at 15cü3 and from 3 x 1 0 ~  to 8 x 1 0 ~ ~  at 20dB after the fint iteration. Cornparing the above 

results with the ones in [23], where SSE with the same convolutional code is used, it is found that 

for the slowly fading channel, the BER of the iterative Apri-SOVA with the first iteration is very 

close to the one of SSE with coding, and it improves from 7x loJ to 3x lo4 at 15dB after three 

iterations. In (231, the optimal demodulation and decoding are performed in one stage so the 

results are optimal, which means the performance of the iterative Apri-SOVA is close to the opti- 

mai. The reason that the BER of the iterative Apri-SOVA is better than that of the SSE after sev- 

erai iterations is that the interleaver can not be used in [23] for the reason of computational 

complexity. Also for the fast fading channel, the BER improves from 3x10-~ (SSE) to 2x 104 

(Apri-SOVA) at 15dB and 6 x 1 0 ~  to 8 x 1 0 ~ ~  at 20dB after three iterations. Finally, compared to 

the results of chapter 3, the simulation results in chapter 4 indicate that a better error performance 

c m  be obtained with a large size interleaver and channel encoder, which says that the Apri-SOVA 



receiver is more attractive. 

5.2 Suggestions for fbrther study 

Some questions remain unanswered and they may be of interest for further study. 

1) Some efficient modulation schemes, Like PSK, CPM and TCM, are not studied in this thesis. 

With the help of pilot-aided channel estimation methods, MAP and Apn-SOVA joint demodula- 

tion and decoding of the above signais is possible. 

2) The Kalman filter is used to estimate the channel impulse response in this thesis, but it does 

not use the soft information supplied by the soft decoder in its channel estimation. Studying a 

channel estimator which can use some a priori information may be an interesting topic. In that 

case. a better channel estimation can be obtained and iterative demodulation and decoding should 

give a better BER performance. 

3) The "uniform interleaver" is an interesting concept [39-401. It can be used to study the aver- 

age BER performance of iterative MAP and Apri-SOVA receivers. 
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